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1o In [4], Rieffel classified the C*-algebras associated with ir-
rational rotations on the unit circle S in the complex plane. Recently
these C*-algebras have played an important rSle in the theory of
operator algebras.

The author and Takemoto [1] extended the Rieffel’s result to the
case of C*-algebras associated with monothetic compact abelian
groups. A compact abelian group G is said to be monothetic if there
exists a homomorphism from the group Z of all integers to a dense
subgroup of G (cf. [5, 2.3]). In [1] and [2], we considered more general
cases. Namely, we studied the C*-algebras associated with topo-
logically transitive compact dynamical systems. A dynamical system
09, a) is said to be topologically transitive if the homeomrphism a

admits a point in the compact space 9 such that the orbit O()
(={a(o) n e Z}) is dense in/2 (cf. [6, 5.4]). So we are interested in
the existence and the classification of such dynamical systems. In case
[2--S, every topologically transitive homeomorphism a is conjugate to
an irrational rotation. It is well-known that this theorem was estab-
lished by Poincar [2]. Nowadays we can see several kinds of proofs in
many books, in which the rotation number of a plays an important rSle.
In this note, we give a short and elementary proof without rotation
numbers.

2. Two homeomorphisms a and a. of S are said to be conjugate
if there exists a homeomorphisms h on S such that a,=hah-. For
a real number t, we denote by Ro the rotation: Ro(e*)=e/ on S.
We shall prove the following equivalences.

Theorem. Let a be a homeomorphism of S1. Then the following
statements are equivalent;

(1) O(z) is dense in S for some z in S,
(2) O(z) is dense in S for every z in S,
(3) a is conjugate to Ro for some irrational number (0<0<1/2).

When a satisfies the condition (1) or (2), the rotation Ro in (3) is
uniquely determined.
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For the proof of equivalences, we have only to show the impli-
cation (1)(3). To prove this, we need the following lemma.

Lemma. Let a be a homeomorphism of S satisfying the condition
(1) in the theorem. Then, for any integer k, a admits no fixed point.

Proo.f. We first suppose that there exists a fixed point o for a.

Then the restriction a0 of a to S-((o} can be regarded as a homeo-
morphism of the real line R. Hence, for any z in S, O(z)is not dense
in S.

Next, we suppose that there exists a fixed point (o for a (k=/= +_ 1).
For z and z in S, we denote by (z, z) the set {elxxx}, where

x and x. are the real numbers determined by the relation" z-ex‘
(0_<_xl) and z--e (x<=xx+l). Then the. open interval (o,
a((o)) is mapped onto itself or (a(o), o)by a and the, restriction of a to
(w, a(w)) becomes an order-isomorphism or an anti-order-isomorphism,
where the order in the interval (z, z) is considered as the one induced
by the usual order in (x, x). Therefore, a becomes an order-iso-
morphism of (o, a(o)) onto itself, and we can assume that the point z
satisfying the condition (1) belongs to this interval. Hence the set
{a(z) In e Z} has exactly two limit points in S. Since

O(Z) ---%_2i=0’,2/-1 {0.2n +i(z) In e Z},
O(z) has only finite limit points in S. This means that the closure of
O(z) does not coincide with S. Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem. (1)(3). Let y and Y0 be the real numbers
in [0, 1) determined by the relations" z=e and a(e) e. Since
a admits no fixed point in S, there exists a homeomorphism f of [0, 1)
onto [Y0, Y0+l)such that a(e=)=e). We extend f to a homeo-
morphism F of the real line R onto itself as follows;

F(x+n)=f(x)+n (0<___xl, n e Z).
Furthermore we cosider the homeomorphism T of R defined by the
translation" xx+l (x e R). We denote by G the subgroup o all
homeomorphisms of R generated by F and T. Put G={FT(y)Ip,
q e Z}. The set G is dense in R because O(z) is dense in S, and the
order in the subset G of the real line induces an order in G. Namely
we define an order

____
in G as follows; or p, p’, q and q’ in Z,

FT-<F’T’ if FT(y)<=F’T’(y).
Then (G, __--<) becomes a totally ordered abelian group. Moreover we
can show that the order is archimedian. Suppose. that F’T>-I,
thut is, FT(y)I(y)=y. Since F and T are monotonic increasing
functions on R, so is H=FT. Since a’(e=)=e() (0<=x<l), the
preceding lemma implies that there is a non-zero distance between the
graph of H and the diagonal line. in R R. Since H(y)y, there exists
a psitive number e such that H(x)x+ for all x in R. Thus H(y)
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y+k. Therefore, for any element gI, there exists a natural
number k such that H>-g. We know that every archimedian totally
ordered abelian group is order-isomorphic to a subgroup of R ([5,
8.1.2]). Hence (G, _---<_) is order-isomorphic to a subgroup G of R by an
order isomorphism , and we assume that (T)=1. Since the subset
{FPTq(y)IFPTq(y)y} of G1 does not have the smallest element, the
subset {FT ]FT>-I} of G does not, either. Hence the set of positive
real numbers in G does not have the smallest element, so that G is a
dense subgroup of R. Since q(FpTq)=p(F)+ q, we have G2={pq(F)
+ q lP, q e Z}. Hence O(F) must be an irrational number t and belongs
to the open interval (0, 1), because 0=q(I)q(F)q(T) 1. Since both
G1 and G2 are dense in R, the order-isomorphism M: F’Tq(y)---po+q
(G---G) can be extended to the unique homeomorphism / of R. We
put h(e)=e( if 0tl/2. Then it follows that hah-=R. In
the case where 1/21, putting h(e2’x)--e-2(x), we have hah-1

=R_. The uniqueness of R is easily shown by seeing the set
{e In e Z} of eigenvalues of R (cf. [6, Definition 5.8]). Q.E.D.
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